
 
 
Dear Parents,  

           Winter vacation has begun and it’s time to have a new learning experience. We have 
compiled a set of sheets and some activities to keep our child creatively engaged during these 
holidays. Creativity is a part of our makeup, as we all agree that 
work seems to go nowhere. Children must buckle down and satisfy themselves and exhibit 
their creativity. These sheets are not just fun but will also help our child to learn and observe 
new things. You must help your child in doing
to help them wherever necessary. There are some activities in which you can also join your 
child and make the activity more meaningful for him/her. Some points to keep in mind:

• Holiday homework is to be do
extra sheet, please use an A-4 size sheet only.

• Homework has to be submitted on the first day of school after vacation.

• Make sure your child completes the home work before coming back to scho
the same to the subject teacher.

• Please take care of the neatness of the work.      

Have a very happy and fruitful vacation!!!                                                             

that everyone sees arouses thinking that nobody else has thought.”
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Winter vacation has begun and it’s time to have a new learning experience. We have 
compiled a set of sheets and some activities to keep our child creatively engaged during these 
holidays. Creativity is a part of our makeup, as we all agree that without it the purpose of 
work seems to go nowhere. Children must buckle down and satisfy themselves and exhibit 
their creativity. These sheets are not just fun but will also help our child to learn and observe 
new things. You must help your child in doing these sheets. You need to read the instructions 
to help them wherever necessary. There are some activities in which you can also join your 
child and make the activity more meaningful for him/her. Some points to keep in mind:

• Holiday homework is to be done in the sheets provided. In case any activity requires any 
4 size sheet only. 

• Homework has to be submitted on the first day of school after vacation. 

• Make sure your child completes the home work before coming back to scho
the same to the subject teacher. 

• Please take care of the neatness of the work.       

Have a very happy and fruitful vacation!!!                                                             

                       “Creativity is w
that everyone sees arouses thinking that nobody else has thought.”

                                                        
Middle Section Educator
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Winter vacation has begun and it’s time to have a new learning experience. We have 
compiled a set of sheets and some activities to keep our child creatively engaged during these 

without it the purpose of 
work seems to go nowhere. Children must buckle down and satisfy themselves and exhibit 
their creativity. These sheets are not just fun but will also help our child to learn and observe 

these sheets. You need to read the instructions 
to help them wherever necessary. There are some activities in which you can also join your 
child and make the activity more meaningful for him/her. Some points to keep in mind: 

ne in the sheets provided. In case any activity requires any 

• Make sure your child completes the home work before coming back to school and submits 

Have a very happy and fruitful vacation!!!                                                                        

“Creativity is when sights 
that everyone sees arouses thinking that nobody else has thought.”   

  Anonymous 
Middle Section Educator 
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General Instructions: 

 Assignment must be done in file papers and a proper file to be prepared for all 
the questions given. 

 The front page must carry the student’s details and the second page to be the 
page for writing the acknowledgment.

 Questions must be written prior to answering them.

 Work must be neat, clean and complete.

  Students must submit the assignment in one’s own handwriting within the first 
day of their return from the winter break.

Q1. PERSONALITY PROFILE

Think about yourself considering the following terms:

 My background 

 Am I adventurous? 

 Do I have great ideas / rich imagination?

 Am I an inquirer? 

 Do I hesitate in communicating with others?

 Am I an Introvert / ext

 My interests and hobbies

 Now keeping in mind the above mentioned terms, prepare your personality profile 
and that of your brother / sister. Compare both the profiles and write a paragraph not 
exceeding 100 words describing how the two of you are 

Q2. Read the book GO, GIRL, GO! 
report. OR Compare the characters of Portia and Lady Macbeth in not more than 80 words.
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Assignment must be done in file papers and a proper file to be prepared for all 

The front page must carry the student’s details and the second page to be the 
page for writing the acknowledgment. 

Questions must be written prior to answering them. 

Work must be neat, clean and complete. 

Students must submit the assignment in one’s own handwriting within the first 
day of their return from the winter break. 

SONALITY PROFILE-Respect each individual! 

Think about yourself considering the following terms: 

  

Do I have great ideas / rich imagination? 

Do I hesitate in communicating with others? 

Am I an Introvert / extrovert? 

My interests and hobbies 

Now keeping in mind the above mentioned terms, prepare your personality profile 
and that of your brother / sister. Compare both the profiles and write a paragraph not 
exceeding 100 words describing how the two of you are different. 

GO, GIRL, GO! And in a paragraph of not more than 80 prepare a book 
Compare the characters of Portia and Lady Macbeth in not more than 80 words.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject Teacher: Mrs. Himanshu Pant
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Total Marks-10 

 Content &presentation 
 Creativity & Originality 
 Grammar &spell check 
 Punctuality- 2 marks

 

Assignment must be done in file papers and a proper file to be prepared for all 

The front page must carry the student’s details and the second page to be the 

Students must submit the assignment in one’s own handwriting within the first 

Now keeping in mind the above mentioned terms, prepare your personality profile 
and that of your brother / sister. Compare both the profiles and write a paragraph not 

And in a paragraph of not more than 80 prepare a book 
Compare the characters of Portia and Lady Macbeth in not more than 80 words. 

eacher: Mrs. Himanshu Pant 
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ASSESSMENT RUBRICS 

Content &presentation - 4marks 
Creativity & Originality - 2 marks 
Grammar &spell check -2marks 

marks 
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General Instructions: 

i) Make a separate copy.
ii) Solve the question with proper and clear steps.
iii) Solve the worksheet in copy and then write the answer in worksheet.
iv) If you have query related to any question feel free to contact this number 

7454862773. 
 

1- Do the chapter test of chapter 9 page no. 151.
2- Do the worksheet of following chapters from mental ma

i) Chapter 8- worksheet 47 to 53.
ii) Chapter 9 worksheet 54 to 57.
iii) Chapter 10 worksheet 58 to 60.
iv) Chapter 12 worksheet 70 to 75.

3- Read chapter 15 and try to solve the question of exercise.
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Make a separate copy. 
Solve the question with proper and clear steps. 
Solve the worksheet in copy and then write the answer in worksheet.
If you have query related to any question feel free to contact this number 

 

Do the chapter test of chapter 9 page no. 151. 
Do the worksheet of following chapters from mental math 

worksheet 47 to 53. 
Chapter 9 worksheet 54 to 57. 
Chapter 10 worksheet 58 to 60. 
Chapter 12 worksheet 70 to 75. 

Read chapter 15 and try to solve the question of exercise. 

 

Subject Teacher: Mr. 
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Solve the worksheet in copy and then write the answer in worksheet. 
If you have query related to any question feel free to contact this number 
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General Instruction 

i) The work should be in your own handwriting.
ii) The submission of assignment should be first day of reporting.
iii) Paste images as per requirement.
iv) Assignment should be done on file pages.

 

1- Write about ISRO and its achievements. Write about any one Indian astronaut or scientist 
who worked for this agency. (Paste images also)

2- Imagine that friction suddenly vanishes. How life would be affected. List ten such 
situations.   

3- Write ten amazing fact about space, stars and solar system with images. 
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The work should be in your own handwriting. 
The submission of assignment should be first day of reporting. 
Paste images as per requirement. 
Assignment should be done on file pages. 

Write about ISRO and its achievements. Write about any one Indian astronaut or scientist 
who worked for this agency. (Paste images also)    

ddenly vanishes. How life would be affected. List ten such 
       

Write ten amazing fact about space, stars and solar system with images. 
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Content
Image
Presentation
 

 

Write about ISRO and its achievements. Write about any one Indian astronaut or scientist 
  (10marks) 

ddenly vanishes. How life would be affected. List ten such 
  (5 marks) 

Write ten amazing fact about space, stars and solar system with images.  (5marks)                                                                                  
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Image-8 
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General Instruction: 

1. Prepare a project file with 
 The total length of the project reports of both the questi

15 (A-4) sheets. 

 The project report should be handwritten and credit will be awarded for illustrations 
and creative use of eco

 The project report should be presented in a neatly bound simple folder.

 The project report should be developed neatly in the following order:
a) Cover page showing project title, student information, academic year and name of the 

school. 
b) Index page showing list o
c) Acknowledgement page showing 

have helped to do the project.
d) Relevant headings to be 
e) Bibliography page–should have the name of the author or the publ

referred or the specific website link which has been used.

Q1. Visit any industry of Agro

Prepare a project report on the detailed observation of the industry on the following points:

a) Inputs used               b) Processing operations         c) Out puts of the industry

Paste the relevant pictures of the observation.

Q2.  (a) Collect and organize all the information about your favourite freedom fighter 
biography.  Express the traits of 

(b)  Imagine yourself as freedom fighter. Which method of protest would you use? Violence 
violence? Justify your answer in not more than 100 words.
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RUBRICS:   

Presentation: 8 Marks 

Originality: 6 Marks 

Expressive content: 7 Marks        ( Total Marks: 20)

Prepare a project file with following details: 
The total length of the project reports of both the questions should not be more than 

The project report should be handwritten and credit will be awarded for illustrations 
and creative use of eco-friendly materials. 

project report should be presented in a neatly bound simple folder.

The project report should be developed neatly in the following order:
showing project title, student information, academic year and name of the 

list of contents with page numbers. 
Acknowledgement page showing acknowledging the institution, and persons who 
have helped to do the project. 

to be written boldly and underlined. 
should have the name of the author or the publ

referred or the specific website link which has been used. 

Q1. Visit any industry of Agro-based or Mineral-based or Forest-based. 

Prepare a project report on the detailed observation of the industry on the following points:

b) Processing operations         c) Out puts of the industry

Paste the relevant pictures of the observation. 

Q2.  (a) Collect and organize all the information about your favourite freedom fighter 
the traits of that person that you would like to adapt in your life.

(b)  Imagine yourself as freedom fighter. Which method of protest would you use? Violence 
violence? Justify your answer in not more than 100 words. 

Subject Teacher:  Mrs. Bhagya Lakshmi (Contact Nu: 9528722335)
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Expressive content: 7 Marks        ( Total Marks: 20) 

ons should not be more than 

The project report should be handwritten and credit will be awarded for illustrations 

project report should be presented in a neatly bound simple folder. 

The project report should be developed neatly in the following order: 
showing project title, student information, academic year and name of the 

acknowledging the institution, and persons who 

should have the name of the author or the publisher of the book 

Prepare a project report on the detailed observation of the industry on the following points: 

b) Processing operations         c) Out puts of the industry 

Q2.  (a) Collect and organize all the information about your favourite freedom fighter in form of 
that person that you would like to adapt in your life. 

(b)  Imagine yourself as freedom fighter. Which method of protest would you use? Violence or Non-

 

 

 

(Contact Nu: 9528722335) 
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1. Collect the photos and videos of your school trip and make a project in the Windows
Movie Maker. Apply animation and visual effects to make it more presentable.

2. Prepare a chart with tool name and figure on topic: “
3. Prepare a collage using Adobe Photoshop.
4. Solve the National Cyber Olympiad question paper with in th
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General Instructions:  

1. Students are not allowed to bring soft copies in Pen drive, CD/DVD or Memory 
Chip 

2. Share the movie using wetransfer service or in the form of drive link.(if file size 
is large) 

3. Student will carry Charts 
4. .psd file should be attached for assignment 3.
5. Questions will be asked on research and work done in all assignments.
6. Email the assignment at: 

                       

ASSESSMENT RUBRICS (Total Marks

 Presentation - 4 marks
 Aesthetics / Creativity 
 Viva - 5 marks 

Collect the photos and videos of your school trip and make a project in the Windows
Movie Maker. Apply animation and visual effects to make it more presentable.
Prepare a chart with tool name and figure on topic: “Tools in Photoshop CS6”
Prepare a collage using Adobe Photoshop. 
Solve the National Cyber Olympiad question paper with in the book (use pencil only).

  

Subject Teacher: Mr. Tarun Shankdhar
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Students are not allowed to bring soft copies in Pen drive, CD/DVD or Memory 

Share the movie using wetransfer service or in the form of drive link.(if file size 

Student will carry Charts when report back to school. 
psd file should be attached for assignment 3. 
Questions will be asked on research and work done in all assignments.
Email the assignment at: ts86.official@gmail.com, 9457205072 

Total Marks-20) 

4 marks  Research - 4 marks
Aesthetics / Creativity - 4 marks  Following the guidelines 

 

Collect the photos and videos of your school trip and make a project in the Windows 
Movie Maker. Apply animation and visual effects to make it more presentable. 

Tools in Photoshop CS6”. 

e book (use pencil only). 

Subject Teacher: Mr. Tarun Shankdhar 
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Subject: Computer Science 
 

Students are not allowed to bring soft copies in Pen drive, CD/DVD or Memory 

Share the movie using wetransfer service or in the form of drive link.(if file size 

Questions will be asked on research and work done in all assignments. 
, 9457205072  

4 marks 
Following the guidelines - 3marks 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

 Assignment must be done in a Drawing sheet

 Questions must be written prior to answering them.

 Work must be neat, clean and complete. Pasting pictures in the ass
per your wish. 

 Students must submit the assignment in one’s 
day of their return from the winter break.

 
1) Make a project file of conjugations of 

Être  / Avoir/  Visiter  / Descendre  / Choisir.
In the following tenses: Passé composé et Futur proche.   

 

2) Make a project file by pasting images and writing the names of the following: 
a) 5 Fashion brands of France
b) 5 Modes of Transport
c) 5 Famous Personalities 
d) 5 Monuments 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: 

ment must be done in a Drawing sheet. 

Questions must be written prior to answering them. 

, clean and complete. Pasting pictures in the ass

Students must submit the assignment in one’s own handwriting within the first 
day of their return from the winter break. 

Make a project file of conjugations of the following verbs in each given tense:
Être  / Avoir/  Visiter  / Descendre  / Choisir. 
In the following tenses: Passé composé et Futur proche.    

project file by pasting images and writing the names of the following: 
5 Fashion brands of France 
5 Modes of Transport 
5 Famous Personalities  

       
                                                                                         

                                                                                                                           

Subject Teacher: Mr. Saiyed Moallim
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Total Marks-20

 Conjugations 
 Creativity & Images 

marks 
 Presentation  

 

 

, clean and complete. Pasting pictures in the assignment is as 

own handwriting within the first 

the following verbs in each given tense: 

 [10 marks]                                                                                         

project file by pasting images and writing the names of the following:  

 [10 marks] 
                                                                                       

                                                                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

. Saiyed Moallim 
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20 

Conjugations - 10 marks 
Creativity & Images - 5 

Presentation  - 5 marks 


